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Executive Summary 

Over the past 18 months, the City of Winter Park has worked diligently to mitigate the effects of 

the pandemic installing a myriad of programs to safely and effectively improve business 

conditions. This was in large part due to the efforts of the Economic Recovery Task Force (ERTF), 

a body of residents, nonprofits, and business owners guided in partnership with the City and 

Chamber of Commerce. From inception on August 12, 2020 through their final report on April 28, 

2021, included was a recommendation that this work be continued by the city’s Economic 

Development Advisory Board (EDAB). Since that time, EDAB largely focused its monthly meetings 

on establishing a framework to create impactful and operationally effective strategies to further 

vitality within the community. The ultimate objective is to provide pragmatic approaches to the 

city’s ongoing efforts to ensure a positive business environment which overlaps with its quality of 

life and authentic experience. 

The 2021 Strategies & Action Plan sets the stage for more detailed work to come.  As a 

cornerstone, it outlines the targeted approaches staff will undertake with guidance from the 

board. Without this agreed upon direction, measuring benchmarks and success can become 

inconsistent and malleable over time. Through a collaborative process, the plan has four focus 

areas:  

 Advising on Industry Trends

 Maintain a Healthy Downtown Core

 Enable Retention and Recruitment Opportunities

 Facilitation & Ombudsmanship

These four areas, as described in the pages below, discuss program development, project 

implementation, and call for a strengthening of knowledge base.  Each item will be vetted to EDAB 

for consideration and approval. In select circumstances, items may also be vetted by the City 

Commission, particularly for funding considerations. It should be inferred that each program will 

be suspect to annual review and benchmarking. 

The Plan has also been formatted to be cognizant of other relevant plans including the city’s 

Comprehensive Plan, Sustainability Action Plan, and Vision Plan.  

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Plan Development Process 

It is the intent of this plan to augment the success of the ERTF and provide continued direction to 

promote vitality within the city. It relies heavily on the involvement of many viewpoints including: 

 The Economic Development Advisory Board

 Public

 Business Owners

 Stakeholders

 Staff

EDAB’s initial meetings contained high level conversation regarding Winter Park economic 

strengths given the ERTF report and Commission feedback. This included addressing questions 

including, but not limited to: 

 “What are the city’s competitive advantages?”

 “What does Winter Park economic success look like for 2021?”

 “What role(s) does the city play in the experiential economy?”

 “How does the city ensure continued participation in its commercial areas?”

 “How is success measured?”

From these discussions staff, with consensus from the board, arrived at over 40 key phrases 

consistent with the questions deliberated. These phrases can be found in the Exhibit section. Goal 

setting was undertaken in June resulting in the formation of ‘ED buckets’ to frame overarching 

themes. Under each theme, the board discussed strategies and actions for executable deliverables 

moving forward. This was completed in July 2021. 

The calendar (right) displays significant board discussions/decisions since March. It articulates the 

focus by the board to 

establish criteria and a 

framework for strategies 

and actions quickly but 

effectively. This is also seen 

through additional 

approvals and action items 

contemplated by the 

board. 

discussion

Action

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Plan Overview 

This plan identifies four focus areas that the City of Winter Park should pursue to achieve its 

mission and desired results. The intended outcomes will support Winter Park as a competitive and 

attractive place to start and grow business in the Central Florida region. These actions will also 

improve economic opportunity and quality of life for residents.  

Advise on Industry Trends

Facilitating ongoing measurements and studies provides an analytical outlet to the board, who 

subsequently recommend to the Commission, on the refinement of Winter Park’s economic 

climate. The board has continued to have discussions around best definitions for economic 

development. Given its diverse nature, it addresses several facets of the city both quantitative and 

qualitative in nature. Because of this having a proxy to understand impacts, both positive and 

negative, becomes a fundamental tool to communicate where improvements are needed and 

mitigate concerns. These include elements such as development reports, performance metrics 

scorecard, and cluster studies as further defined in the Plan later.  

Maintain a Healthy Downtown Core 

Winter Park is known for possessing a livable and highly desirable community that is people-

friendly with integrated land uses.  Promoting Winter Park’s authentic place characteristics, 

particularly in the downtown area is an essential component to what makes the city unique. The 

plan encourages continued investment through capital projects, enhanced maintenance, elevating 

the existing banner program, strengthening pedestrian, bicycle, transit analytics and sustainability 

opportunities.   

Enable Retention and Recruitment Opportunities 

Lessons can be learned from the harmful effects of the pandemic. While some businesses were 

able to evolve and thrive, others were left with limited resources and outlets. Therefore the term 

‘Toolkit’ was used. By expanding the city’s resource tree for incentive based programming for 

existing and expanding business, the city adds tools to financially support firms in the after effects 

of COVID-19.   

STRATEGIES 

 Advise on Industry Trends

 Maintain a Healthy Downtown Core

 Enable Retention and Recruitment Opportunities

 Facilitation & Ombudsmanship

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Facilitation & Ombudsmanship 

Facilitation and ombudsmanship tactics serve as a fast acting response to business concerns and 

queries. By providing a centralized point of contact for day to day issues, strategies and actions 

under this focus area provide advantages through connection of existing resources and 

acknowledgement of the diverse and community minded businesses of Winter Park. 

How to Use this Report 

The overall intent of this report is to act as a starting block on each proposed strategy and action, 

sometimes referred to as a program or project. For each, the following table can be used to 

identify roles and responsibilities throughout each program/project’s origin point to final 

deliverable. 

This report also acknowledges that other roles may define themselves through the life of this 

document. 

Where Do We Start? 

From the starting block, process can be compartmentalized into five sections. The first begins with 

approval of the document. Once this occurs staff will initiate section two, beginning due diligence 

on priority projects. Staff may choose to provide their insight on which projects to consider with 

direction from the board. From there, it is likely a first outline for program or project consideration 

will take some time to complete. Once drafted, staff will deliver each item to EDAB for evaluation, 

revision, and direction to staff. After all edits are completed, the board may wish to approve the 

project or program for implementation, or provide a recommendation to the City Commission for 

Role of the 

Economic 

Development 

Advisory 

Board

Provide guidance to staff on project priority

Sharpen relevancy/eligibility parameters for said prioritized projects/programs

Define return on investment

Evaluate benchmarks

Maintain accountability to staff

Role of Staff

Identify "which focus area is this addressing/accomplishing?"

Generate due diligence on needs for implementation

Author programs and project guidelines for approval by the board

Itemize projected costs, if applicable

Timeliness to the board

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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implementation where applicable. It will then be the responsibility of staff to execute said 

project/program and report on successes and improvement areas moving forward. 

The chart below identifies each step in the process of document approval to project/program 

implementation. 

Timeline 

It is predictable each strategy and action will require time and resources by city staff for board 

consideration. As a result, timelines for items may fluctuate. However; with priority projects 

identified, a first round of select drafted deliverables are anticipated by the end of the calendar 

year/beginning of 2022. 

Review and Adjustment 

The EDAB Strategies Action Plan is intended to be a guide that communicates a vision of 

achievement though study, action, and provides a standard for measurement of that success. Any 

plan requires monitoring and reflection to assess project value. With that in mind, adjustment also 

becomes an important tool.  The advantageous structure of this plan will allow for EDAB members 

and City staff an opportunity to reassess projects as well as determine any fine-tuning that may 

be necessary given the economic or political landscape of Winter Park.  

After final 

consideration, 

marketing, 

administration, 

and reporting to 

be completed by 

staff.

EDAB approves 

the program for 

implementation or 

for consideration 

by the City 

Commission

Bring back each 

item to EDAB for 

clarity, 

recommendations 

on improvment, 

and direction

Staff to begin 

work on select 

projects

Approve the 

document

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 
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2021 EDAB Strategies Chart 

The 2021 strategies chart provides an overview of items contemplated by the board through its 

strategic narrative and process yielding strategies for implementation by the board and staff. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH

Focus Area 1 - Advising on Industry Trends: Strategy 1 Refine quarterly metric reports on local economic conditions; FA1s1.action - Meeting to discuss benchmark communities; FA1s1.action - Identify values and generate report; Strategy 2 Reintroduce 
a development report articulating Winter Park development activity; FA1s2.action - work with planning and permitting departments on redevelopment sites. Update biannually; Strategy 3 Continue to provide location quotient, shift share, and business 
cluster reports; FA1s3.action - engage consulting services.
Focus Area 2 - Maintain a Healthy Downtown Core: Strategy 1 Invest in existing resources to promote the Winter Park experience; FA2s1.action - Establish costs for increasing cleanliness efforts (pressure washing, etc.); FA2s1.action - Add vale to the 
Winter Park experience during holiday and off-peak times of the year (concert series, holiday lights, WP banners); FA2s1.action - Continue pursuit of technology enhancements for small business and residents; Strategy 2 Maintain focus on pedestrian, 
bicycle and transit connections; FA2s2.action - Establish baselines for pedestrian foot traffic in walkable commercial areas; Strategy 3 Consider sustainable elements such as energy efficiency and wellness as important local elements to program 
functions; FA2s3.action - Coordinate presentation with Sustainability team to understand existing efforts and partnership opportunities; FA2s3.action - Evaluate against existing programming and cost implication to business.
Focus Area 3 - Enable Retention and Recruitment Opportunities: Strategy 1 Evaluate new programs for expanding and relocating business to Winter Park; FA3s1.action - Identify gap areas for consideration (gap analysis); FA3s1.action - Review past 
program successes and limitations; FA3s1.action - Participate in peer review exercise; FA3s1.action - Craft guidelines and application; Strategy 2 Expand CRA business facade program citywide; FA3s2.action - Review existing programming; 
FA3s2.action - Peer review; FA3s2.action - Craft guideline and application.
Focus Area 4 - Facilitation & Ombudsmanship: Strategy 1 Reintroduce business recognition program; FA4s1.action - Review criteria & execute; Strategy 2 Establish rountable sessions with market and private sector experts for educational outreach; 
FA4s1.action - Staff coordination with local, community, and regional partners; FA4s2.action - Continue working relationships with existing partners for community and private sector benefit.
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Focus Area 1: Advise on Industry Trends 

In order to be able to advise on economic conditions, it is imperative the board and staff collect 

and trend spot behaviors in the market. The following strategies place keen insight for strong 

methodologies and data backed advocacy on decision making and investment. 

Refine Quarterly Metric Reports 

Engagement Tools: 

 Meeting to establish metrics/determine benchmark communities
 Share existing performance metrics
 Generate comparative matrix of regional community characteristics/demographics
 Highlight and refine reference points for inclusion of Scorecard

City staff has already begun the process of 

introducing metric reports on general 

vacancy, rental rates in order to be able to 

advise on economic conditions. These have 

been tabulated monthly since the onset of 

the pandemic (see also exhibits). Staff has 

also kept a close eye on vacancy specifically 

related to Park Avenue (next page).  

While these are valuable tools in their own 

right, context is key. Evaluating this data 

against other communities and/or the region 

may help to provide new insight on area 

changes and glean new perspective on 

competitive advantages or weaknesses. This 

also augments the work provided in the past 

and future business cluster analysis.  

Staff will work with the board at a regularly 

scheduled meeting to establish parameters 

of comparative cities to pull and relate data. 

Depending on the information this may be  
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done at either the quarterly or monthly level in order to contextualize appropriately. 

Park Avenue Vacancy Map, July 2021 
Source: Winter Park Economic Development 

Well communicated metrics continue to be a staple of the Economic Development/CRA Division’s 

mission. The below example provides an illustration of potential outcomes of the board and staff’s 

discussion for appropriate metrics and communication delivery. 

   Sources: Charlotte County Economic Development 
Dublin Economic Monitor 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Reintroduce A Development Report 

Engagement Actions:

 Partner with city departments to obtain data from development applications
 Distribute biannually

For several years, the Planning Department generated a recap of commercial and multifamily 

residential development projects completed or begun construction within a given time. Staff is 

proposing reintroducing this report as part of staff’s ongoing monitoring including language on 

aggregate square footage and GIS mapping locations. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Provide Shift Share, Location Quotient, and 
Business Cluster Reports 

(as new data becomes available)

Engagement Actions:

 Enlist consulting firm for objective examination
 Analyze results and strengthen conclusions against previous reports
 Add benchmarking metrics to analysis

Winter Park continues to provide for strong industry clusters that should be monitored and 

nurtured. The plan will continue the commitment of updating cluster analysis to validate strengths 

and weaknesses for both resiliency and support strategies in the market. The city has been 

successful in this effort with previous iteration of cluster studies leading to new incentive programs 

and being a foundational resource for additional economic study. Specific examples include the 

city’s Target Industry Enhancement Program (2011) and backdrop to the ERTF’s COVID-19 

economic analysis (2020). 

The broader context of this analysis also 

includes measures for employment 

opportunities, growth, the nature of jobs, 

educational opportunities, safety and welfare, 

income, and wealth among others. Ultimately, 

this common and consistent measure related to 

the concentration and growth of jobs by type or 

employment clusters offers invaluable insight 

towards community goals and future prospects. 

Source: GAI Consultants 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Focus Area 2: Maintain a Healthy Downtown Core 

Pleasant and prosperous places for residents, businesses and visitors generally have several 

characteristics in common. One of which is the continued investment and unique nature of their 

downtown. Continued emphasis on downtown has been a common theme in EDAB discussions 

and in turn staff has collaborated on a full focus area for targeted action.   

Invest in Existing Resources to Promote the Winter 
Park Experience 

Engagement Actions:

 Establish costs for increasing cleanliness efforts
 Add value to the Winter Park experience during holiday and off-peak times of the

year (concert series, holiday lights, WP banners)
 Continue pursuit of technology enhancements for small businesses and residents

Staff heard several comments from the board with respect to authenticity, safety, and cleanliness. 

The city can act swiftly by working with departments and vendors on increasing cleaning efforts 

including pressure washing and strategizing internally to maintaining a consistent and pristine 

look.  

Combined with targeted efforts of promoting authenticity and experience, staff will execute 

engagement strategies to elevate and maintain focus on the city’s core amenities. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Maintain Focus on Pedestrian, Bicycle and Transit 
Connections 

Engagement Actions:

 Establish baselines for pedestrian foot traffic in walkable commercial areas
 Use data for monitoring, marketing and tracking trends.

For local merchants and store owners, understanding foot traffic is a cornerstone to developing 

and sustaining business. As merchants continue to evolve their business models, line of sight still 

offers a considerable opportunity to generate sales. Gaining additional insight into the primetime 

days, times, events, and other unique analytics gives merchants and the city a new lens when 

reviewing store times, special events, road closures, or how last mile traffic can be maximized to 

ensure opportunities for small business. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Consider Sustainable Elements such as Energy 
Efficiency and Wellness as Important Local 

Elements to Program Functions 

Engagement Actions:

 Coordinate presentation with Sustainability team to understand existing efforts and
partnership opportunities

 Evaluate against existing programming and cost implications to business.

The city’s Economic and Sustainability teams have often overlapped to accomplish small scale 

projects and programs. These include facilitating participation into the Green Business 

Recognition Program and capital improvements to downtown. As the board evaluates new 

programming for the next fiscal year, emphasis should be placed on consideration of eligible 

improvements under grant or matching rebate programs to leverage public/private funding in 

both the near and long term. Such examples of these types of investments may include lighting 

fixtures, insulation options, sealants, automatic times devices, technical assistance for energy 

audits, permanent generators, or hurricane impact windows. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Focus Area 3: Enable Retention and Recruitment Opportunities 

Retention and recruitment is 

a core component of any 

strategy looking to retain 

and encourage the creation 

and expansion of new 

business. These types of 

programs assist with new 

jobs and increase 

competitiveness within the 

community’s economic 

landscape. It also provides 

additional insight on the 

competitive strengths and 

weaknesses of the local area. 

Overall, programming 

should be performance-

based to assist in advancing 

high wage jobs that support 

the city’s competitive 

standing as a location for 

major employers and 

continuing long-term 

investment and involvement 

in the community.  

This can begin with many 

tools including a gap analysis 

to determine strengths and 

weaknesses in the market. It is used to identify supply opportunities and demand for business 

clusters, particularly retail. If there is a difference in the supply (potential) and demand (sales) 

Evaluate New Programs for Expanding and 
Relocating Businesses to Winter Park 

Engagement Actions:

 Identify gap areas for consideration (gap analysis)
 Review past program successes and limitations
 Participate in peer review exercise
 Craft guidelines and application

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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that is identified as the gap. The referenced report from ESRI titled “Retail Market Potential” 

includes a market potential index (MPI) which suggests potential surpluses or leakages in the 

local market. Staff will analyze in corroboration with other existing resources as data-driven 

background material for its programming. 

Winter Park has shown a propensity for judicious, but effective use of its incentive programs within 

its Community Redevelopment Agency and citywide. The following showcases previous programs 

employed by the CRA/City and their results: 

Notes
Target 
Industry 
Employment 
(TIE) Program

High wage 
jobs

75+ FTE’s with 
an average 
area wage 
over 200% 
area median 
income (AMI). 

$99,000 2011 Contract 
completed.

Qualified 
Target 
Industry (QTI) 
Program 

High wage 
jobs 

Maximum of 
237 jobs with 
an average 
annual wage 
of 200% AMI. 

$165,900* 
(maximum) 

2017 - 
Present 

*Jobs specified
over set period
of time. Total
investment
assumes
maximum
obligation.

CRA Business 
Façade 
Program

Capital 
Investment

12:1 private 
to public 
return. 56 
total projects.

$560,000 2009 -
Present 

Matching grant 
program for 
physical 
building 
improvements. 

Small 
Business 
Utility 
Assistance 
Program 

COVID 
Mitigation 

Over 100 
businesses 
supported 

$100,000 
(City & CRA) 

2020 Leveraged in 
parallel with 
Orange CARES 
program. 

Staff will work with the board on establishing parameters for such programs including priority 

among potential categories including those identified in the gap analysis, business clusters, 

and/or others areas of interest contemplated by the board. Categories for return on investment 

may include, but not limited to new jobs, existing jobs retained, total confirmed capital investment, 

or wage. 

Program Emphasis ROI Investment Year
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Expand CRA Business Façade Program Citywide 

Engagement Actions:

 Review funding and program parameters through comparative matrix
 Draft guidelines and application package with direction from EDAB
 Publish and market

Business façade programs have unilateral appeal with regards to investment in the public and 

private realm. As noted in the previous chart, not only is it able to leverage public funding, but 

also influences further private resources into the community. In Winter Park, its Community 

Redevelopment Agency established this type of program to provide a financial incentive to 

property and business owners to renovate and reinvest in the exterior of their business or 

commercial property.  

Since eligibility for the program would be citywide, it offers an opportunity to consider alternative 

criteria to its CRA counterpart. Some example may include interior, sustainability, or utility 

investments. Staff will work with the board on refinement of these requirements for consideration 

and approval. 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Focus Area 4: Facilitation & Ombudsmanship 

Facilitation is a common occurrence within the department. Staff coordinates with local businesses 

on navigating process and connecting individuals to resources. Expanding on these efforts 

through additional city programming and recognition continues in the matchmaking efforts by 

widening the reach of business support. 

The Business Recognition Program was originally created for the purpose of giving formal 

acknowledgement to Winter Park businesses that have contributed to the economic well-being 

of the City and have demonstrated a commitment to the vitality of Winter Park’s business climate. 

While symbolic in nature, the special honor of gratitude on behalf of the City and its citizens 

showcases the importance of spotlighting entrepreneurs, long standing businesses and owners 

who call Winter Park home.  

Staff will garner insight from the board on 

eligibility, criteria for nomination, recognition 

package, and overall structure. 

Reintroduce A Business Recognition Program 

Engagement Actions:

 Review criteria for eligible business
 Refine recognition package
 Approve and execute

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH
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Establish Roundtable Sessions with Market and 
Private Sector Experts for Educational Outreach 

Engagement Actions:

 Staff coordination with local, community, and regional partners
 Continue working relationships with existing partners for community and private

sector benefit

As information continues to play a pivotal role through 2021 and beyond, EDAB discussions have 

continued to center on how best to inform and provide resources to businesses on what the future 

will hold. As a facilitator, staff will work with new and existing relationships to forge educational 

and communicative educational seminars to continue to equip small businesses with the proper 

tools to mitigate shifting tides and maintain competitive advantage. 

Staff will assisting leading the board on timing, themes, venue, and quantity of engagement 

sessions 

Sources: Forbes, IBM, New York Times, BLS, Reuters 
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Policy 
Advisement
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Exhibits 

Key Phrases 
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Metrics 
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Comparison  
Value  
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Balancing short and long term goals 
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ROI 
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City of Winter Park Commercial Performance Report – September 2021 

Certified WCAG 2.1 Level AA compliant and usable with JAWS and NVDA by SWH

Text: Full list of quarterly reports including annually recorded metrics are available at www.cityofwinterpark.org/pm.
4-line graphs are shown, they read as follows.
Graph 1 Office Vacancy:
The y-axis ranges from 3.0% to 10.0% in increments of 1.0%. March: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%; April: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%; May: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 6.0%; June: Winter Park 6.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%; August: Winter Park 5.9%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. September: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. October: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. November: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. December: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. January: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 8.0%. February: Winter Park 4.8%; Orlando MSA 9.0%. March: Winter Park 4.5%; Orlando MSA 9.1%. April: Winter Park 4.5%; Orlando MSA 8.9%. May: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 8.9%. June: Winter Park 4.0%; Orlando MSA 8.9% July: Winter Park 4.5%; Orlando MSA 8.8%. August: Winter Park 3.1%; Orlando MSA 8.8%. September: Winter Park 3.0%; Orlando MSA 8.5%. All data is approximate.
Graph 2 Retail Vacancy:
The y-axis ranges from 3.0% to 7.0%, in increments of 0.5%. March: Winter Park 4.4%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. April: Winter Park 4.5%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. May: Winter Park 6.5%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. June: Winter Park 6.6%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. July: Winter Park 6.6%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. August: Winter Park 4.4%; Orlando MSA 4.6%. September: Winter Park 6.5%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. October: Winter Park 6.5%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. November: Winter Park 6.5%; Orlando MSA 4.6%. December: Winter Park 6.6%; Orlando MSA 5.0%. January: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 5.0%. February: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 4.2%. March: Winter Park 5.0%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. April: Winter Park 4.7%; Orlando MSA 4.6%. May: Winter Park 4.7%; Orlando MSA 4.6%. June: Winter Park 4.7%; Orlando MSA 3.9%. July: Winter Park 4.4%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. August: Winter Park 4.4%; Orlando MSA 4.5%. September: Winter Park 3.6%; Orlando MSA 4.4%. All data is approximate.
Graph 3 Office Rental Rate:
The y-axis ranges from $20.00 to $32.00 in increments of $2.00. March: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. April: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. May: Winter Park $26.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. June: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. July: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. August: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. September: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. October: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. November: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. December: Winter Park $28.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. January: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. February: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. March: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. April: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. May: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. June: Winter Park $29.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. July: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $28.00. August: Winter Park $30.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. September: Winter Park $30.00; Orlando MSA $25.00. All data is approximate.
Graph 4 Retail Rental Rate:
The y-axis ranges from $20.00 to $34.00 in increments of $2.00. March: Winter Park $26.00; Orlando MSA $22.00. April: Winter Park $31.00; Orlando MSA $22.00. May: Winter Park $31.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. June: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. July: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. August: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. September: Winter Park $27.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. October: Winter Park $31.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. November: Winter Park $31.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. December: Winter Park $31.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. January: Winter Park $23.00; Orlando MSA $31.00. February: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $22.00. March: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $22.00. April: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. May: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. June: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $33.00. July: Winter Park $25.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. August: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $23.00. September: Winter Park $32.00; Orlando MSA $24.00. All data is approximate.
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City of Winter Park Demographic Narrative 

The City of Winter Park is located in the center of the State of Florida in North Orange County and 

is considered a part of the Orlando Metropolitan Area. 

Although the Orlando Metropolitan Area has been one of the top growth areas in the country, 

generally, Winter Park has seen only modest population growth since 1970.  The median age of 

the population is 45.1 years old.  The population is better educated and older than the surrounding 

population in the Orange County area with a median age of 35.1 years.  Winter Park’s person per 

household ratio has continued to decline over the past several decades following the national 

trend so that it is now 2.16 persons on average. 

The City contains the full range of residential uses, a premier central business district, major office 

buildings, a hospital and a small amount of industrial property.  Possession of this full range of 

land use types plus the economic and ethnic diversity of the City’s population qualifies Winter 

Park as a true city. Overall, economic health has been trending towards more sustainable rates 

since the beginning of the pandemic. 

Winter Park is not a bedroom community, but a commercial working hub and an excellent place 

to locate business in a vibrant community with convenient access to talent. Below is a list of some 

of the top employers and corporate headquarters that call Winter Park home. 

Corporate headquarters located in Winter Park: 

 4 Rivers BBQ – Winter Park’s own nationally recognized BBQ chain.

 AndCo Consulting – Institutional investment consulting firm.

 Bonnier Corporation – Swedish publishing and multimedia firm located in Winter Park

Village.

 Brassfield & Gorrie – One of the nation’s largest privately-held construction and

contracting services companies.

 Holiday Retirement, LLC – Operator of 260 senior living communities across the country.

 Ruth’s Hospitality Group International – International restaurant chain owning the Ruth’s

Chris brand.

 Timbers Resorts, LLC, - An international resort parent company.

The city is also home to several other large employers outside of thIs sector including Florida 

Hospital, Rollins College, Orange County Schools, City of Winter Park, and Publix Supermarkets.  

Regionally, Winter Park competes with employment centers in the region such as Downtown 

Orlando, Maitland, Lake Mary/Heathrow and Millenia/Metrowest markets which are all located 

along the I-4 corridor, also called the Florida High Tech Corridor. The city has also begun to see a 

quantitative and qualitative regional pull from competing cities of similar size and scale. With a 

multitude of offerings, the city looks to continue to compete in this market through competitive 

advantage, authentic and experiential activities, enriched culture, and a diverse marketplace. 
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